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ABSTR.'\.CT 
The angular distributions of 11.8 MeV deuteronG 
elastically scattered from C, Mg, Al, Ti, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, 
Zr, Nb, Rh, Pd, Ag, Cd, In, Sn, Ta and Au have been measured. 
The detector is capable of electronically separating 
deuterons from other ions which may enter the detector. 
The data has beeµ taken in 2 degree steps between 20° 
and 165°. The structure in the angular distribution observed 
with the light target elements vanishes with increasing 
atomic weight. An exception is observed between A=90 and 
A=120. 
Introduction 
The elastic scattering of deuterons at moderate energies 
has been studied by Alford and Slaus 1 at 4 Mev,by Rees and 
Sar.ipson2 at 11 Mev, by Cindro and Wall3 at 13,5 c;,nd 15,5 Mev, 
oy Gove 4 at 15 Mev, and by Yntema5 at 21,6 Mev. Some of the 
6 7 8 data have been analyzed by Porter , Melkanoff , Glassgold 
and Hodgson9. The angular distributions of elastically 
scattered deuterons are qualitatively similar to proton, 
neutron, and alpha particle elastic scattering data. In 
particular absidal distance plots 10 of differential cross 
sections for heavy element data, as in alpha particle 
+ Fullbright Fellow 1958-59; Present Address: Lawrence Radiation 
Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, California. 
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scattering, rise above the Rutherford differential cross 
section at some critical apsidal distance and then drop 
monotonically below at amaller apsidal distances. However, 
the critical apsidal distance for deuterons is larger than 
that for alpha particles, reflecting the loosely bound 
structure of the deuteron. 6 Optical model analysis of 
deuterons data indicates that the real potential is QUite 
similar to that obtained for protons, and the imaginary 
part of the potential is probably larger for light elements 
7 than for heavy elements. Melkanoff has interpreted this 
as due to the high probability for stripping at the surface 
of nuclei. Since light nuclei are mainly surface, they 
require a larger depth. 
The present work at 11,8 Mev is extensive. The data have 
been taken in two degree steps from about e LAB= 20° to 
165° for 18 targets constituted of elements spaced throughout 
the periodic table with small statistical errors and good 
angular reaolution. A dE/dx and E aystem 11 has been 
utilized to determine that only deuterons were counted. 
Experimental Procedure: 
A collimated beam of 11.8 Mev deuterons is excess of 
1 microampere in intensity has been produced using an 100 
centimeter cyclotron. The beam handling system and the scatterine 
chamber have been described previously, 12- 14 The final 
beam size is determined by a 5 mm diarneter collirnating' system. 
The bearn impinges on a target of the elernent under study at 
the center of a 20 cm scattering chamber. Table I lists the 
thickness of the target used in this experirnent and the 
energy loss in each target. Special care has been taken in 
the construction of the chamber to insure that the bearn 
passes through the center of the scattering charnber, that 
the counter rotates about the center, and that the angle 
between the bearn direction and the counter can be accurately 
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determined. The scattered particles pass out of the scatter·ing 
chamber through thin plastic windows and pass into a detector 
consisting of three proportional counters and a Cs I (Ti) 
crystal. The "smallest pulse of three" techniq_ue described 
by Igo and Eisberg 11 has been used to obtain energy spectra 
of deuterons separated electronically from other particles. 
The dE/dx and E pulses from the detectors are displayed 
on the plates of an oscilloscope. In Fig. 1 a photograph of 
the oscilliscope display at 8 = 50° using a Mg target in the 
scattering chamber is mown. A large number of protons and 
two groups of inelastically scatt-?red deuterons are shown 
well separated from the elastic deuterons. The spectra of 
the inelastically scattered deuterons have been measured 
extensively. 13-15 ThR influence of inelastic scattering on 
the elastic deuteron peak is negligible. The pulses are 
selected by a maak, and they are counted by a photomultiplier. 
At 11.8 Mev the full width at half maximum of the deuteron 
line is 4 percent. The collimating aperture of the detector 
0 
system subtends usually an angle of 1.8 . For angular 
distributions with sharp minima (e.g. carbon) this angle was 
diminished by additional baffles. The intensity of the 
primary beam was measured by a Faraday cup with an integrating 
current meter sensitive to less than 10-10 amp. In addition 
a Cs I (Tl) monitor counter was used. The Faraday cup 
intercepts over 99% of the beam passing through the target 
(except for Rh and Ta). 
Results: 
Plots of the measured differential cross section ~(9) 
di vided by the Rutherford cross section a-R (9) are shown in 
Figs. 2 through 8. Absolute differential cross sections have 
been measured at 50° and 130°. The error is <~ 5 percent, 
and is caused mostly by the inhomogeneity of the target 
fo:ils. The error in the relative cross section is <:!: 3 percent 
between 30° and 120° and, mostly due to the statistical 
uncertainty in the nurnber of 
0 backward angles. From 30 to 
~ 10% due to the uncertainty 
small currents involved. 
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+ counts, up to - 5 percent at 
20° the error increases to 
in the measurement of the 
The angular distributions of elaütically scat-tered 
deuterons from light elements show marked diffraction 
structure (Figs. 2 through 5). The q_uo.ntity u(e)/"'R (8) 
for C increases to about 20 at 8 =160°. The structure for 
adjacent elementö is quite similar (compare 1~1 with Mg, 
Fe, Ni, Cu, and Zn), The position of the rnaxima move0 to 
smaller angles with increasing atornic number of the target. 
Special attention has been paid to the elements between Zr 
an Sn. The sharp structure observed in tbe angular 
diatribution of Zr and Nb vanishes between Rh to Ag, but 
returns between Cd and Sn. The heavy element angular 
distributions like Ta and Au drop, as expected, monotonically 
beyond 8::: 50°. The Au angular distribution at small angles 
shows some oscillations reminiscent of heavy ion elastic 
scattering data. 10 
The' exs.ct explanation of the fact that the general feature 
of decreasing diffraction ampli tude in "(e) / °R. (8) wi th 
increasing atomic number is discontinuoua at A=100, has to 
wait for an optical model analysis. Lane et a1. 6 referring 
to possible effects of nuclear shell closures an neutron 
strength functions have suggested that the shape and size 
of the imaginary potential W is changing if Z is near the 
magic number 50. This could explain the observed effect. An 
influence of the deformation of the nuclei around A=100 on 
the sharpness of the diffraction structure is also possible. 
Preliminary results on Sb and Te show a structure in the 
angular distribution similar to Sn. 
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The following tables II-XIX contain the differential 
cross sections in the center-of-mass system in millibarns 
per steradian for the elastic scattering of 11.8 MeV 
deuterons on the elements C,Mg,Al,Ti,Fe,Ni,Cu,Zn,Zr,Nb, 
Rh,Pd,Ag,Dc,In,Sn,Ta and Au. The scattering angle L3 
indicated by e CM and the differential scattering cross 
section by GC'M· The rates of the elastic to the 
Rutherford scattering cross section is also listed. 
Table I. 
Thickness 2 (keV) Target (mg/cm ) Energy loss 
(CH2)n 2,88 250 
Mg 2,77 152 
Al 1 '51 78,5 
Ti 2,37 103 
Fe 3,61 96,2 
Ni 2,31 97,8 
Cu 2,33 93,4 
Zn 3,51 143 
Zr 4,07 146 
Nb 4,03 142 
Rh 10,7 363 
Pd 1 '93 56,3 
l~g 4,84 162 
Cd 3,62 118 
In 6,07 196 
Sn 1. 71 54,0 
Ta 11 '2 298 
7,68 197 
Au 1 ' 1 5 29,6 
Table II. 
Elastic Scattering of deuterons from carbon at 11.8 MeV 
8c"'I . .11' ÜCM 65M/Ou,CM 8cM 00·1 66M/OR,CM 
[Qr~ ~/steradl (§adl ~b/sterad] 
23,3 3,96 . 102 1'44 95,6 1 '51 . 10° 0,99 
~1 5, G 3,32 1'74 97,6 1 '4 3 1 '00 
27,9 2,48 1'82 99,6 1 '39 1 '0 3 
30,2 1 '5 3 1 '54 101 '6 1'40 1 ' 1 1 
) 1 '4 1 '20 1'40 103,6 1'44 1 1 19 
32,5 6,d7 . 101 1 '1 9 105,5 1'4 7 1 '28 
33,6 7,17 1 '10 107,5 1'49 1 '38 
34,8 5,37 0,94 109,5 1,59 1 '5 3 
36,o 3,77 0,75 111 '4 1 '70 1 '73 
37' 1 2,73 0,61 11 3' 3 1 '93 2,05 
38,3 1 '7 5 0,44 115,2 2,14 2,37 
39,4 1 ' 11 0' 31 11 7' 1 2,46 2,84 
40,5 6,52 . 10° o,203 119,o 2,85 3,42 
4 1 '6 5,o5 o,174 120,9 3' 18 3,98 
42,7 4,74 o, H31 122,8 3,43 4,44 
43,9 5,88 o,25o 124,6 3,67 4,91 
45,1 8,69 o,41 126,5 3,95 5,47 
46,2 1,25 . 10 1 o,64 128,3 4,25 6,o7 
47,3 1,65 o,94 130,1 4,51 6,63 
48,4 1'97 1, 2o 131 '9 4,67 7,08 
49,5 2,3o 1 '5 3 133,8 4,70 7,32 
50,6 2,63 1'92 135,6 4,91 7,86 
52,9 3,o3 2,61 137,3 5,o5 8,25 
55,1 3,27 3,27 139,1 5,o6 8,48 
57,3 3,37 3,90 14o,9 5,o9 8,73 
59,6 3,o4 4,o5 142,6 5,17 9,o4 
61 8 
' 
2,75 4' 17 144,4 5,15 9,23 
63,9 2,32 3,97 146,2 5,23 9,55 
Table II. 
8CM GcfM GCM/ÜR,CM ÜCM GCM/ÜR' CM 
@r~ lmb/steradl IE_b/ st erafil 
66' 1 2,oo 3,86 147,9 5,38 10,00 
68,3 1'6 3 3,56 149,6 5,47 1o,32 
7o,5 1'33 3,23 1 51 '4 5,64 1o,84 
72,6 1, o9 2,92 153' 1 5,91 11 '5 5 
74,8 8,72 . 1 o0 2,58 154,8 5,98 11'88 
76,9 6,85 2,23 156,5 6,35 12,74 
79,o 5,45 1 '94 158,2 6,71 13,60 
81 '1 4,11 1 '60 159,9 7,1o 14,55 
83,2 3,32 1,35 161 '6 7,7o 15,95 
85,3 2,60 1 , 2o 163,3 8,34 17,60 
87,4 2,24 1 ' 11 164,9 9,22 19,42 
89,5 1 '91 1 , o2 166,o 9,96 21 ' 1 0 
91 '5 1'74 1'00 
93,5 1 '60 o,98 
Table III. 
Elastic scattering of deuterons from magnesium 
at 11.8 MeV 
8cM ÜCM GCM/OR,CM aJM OcM 
f Gra] !Eb/steradl fG"ra~ [ib/steradl 
21 '6 1 ' 1 3 . 1 o3 o,9o 1oo,7 1,69 . 1 o0 
23,G 8,01 . 102 o,94 1o2,7 1'42 
25,9 5,39 o,87 1o4,7 1,24 
28' 1 3,23 o,71 1o6,7 1 ' 1 1 
30,2 2' 11 o,61 108,6 1 '0 3 
32,4 1'43 o,55 110,6 1 '01 
34,5 7,So . 10 1 o,38 112' 5 o,996 
36,7 5,38 o,33 114' 5 o,978 
38,8 4,52 o,35 116,4 o,978 
4o,9 4,91 o,47 118,3 o,978 
4 3' 1 5,55 o,64 120,3 o,971 
45,2 6' 14 o,85 122,2 o,971 
47,3 6,23 1 '0 3 124'1 o,964 
49,4 5,74 1 ' 1 2 126,o o,95o 
51 '5 5,oo 1 ' 1 2 127,9 o,943 
53,6 4,o9 1'08 129,9 o,921 
55,8 3,32 1, o2 1 31 '8 o,9oo 
57,9 2,56 o,9o 133,6 o,858 
59,9 1'89 0,75 135,5 o,822 
62,o 1,3o o,59 137,4 o,787 
64' 1 9' 21 . 10° o,47 139,3 o,751 
66,2 6,33 o,36 141 '2 o,716 
68,3 4,84 0,30 1 43' 1 o,685 
7o,3 3,86 o,27o 144,9 o,646 
72,4 3,61 o,279 146,3 o,617 





























ecM ucM cXM/On, CM 8cM UcM 
[Qra~ I:ii}b/ st er~ [[r2ill ~b/ s t erä]} 
76,5 3,98 o,37 15o,5 o,572 o,32 
78,6 4,27 o,44 152,4 o,558 o,32 
80,6 4,44 o,49 154,2 o,542 o,31 
82,7 4,46 o,54 156' 1 o,535 o,31 
84,7 4,34 o,57 157,9 o,529 o,31 
86,7 4' 1 5 o,59 159,8 o,53o o,32 
88,7 3,87 o,59 161 '6 o,539 o,33 
9o,7 3,5o o,57 163,5 o,565 o,34 
92,8 3,17 o,56 165,3 o,574 o,35 
94,8 2,73 o,51 166,2 o,592 o,37 
96,8 2,32 o,46 
98,7 1 '97 o,41 
Table IV. 
Elastic scattering of deuterons from aluminum 
at 11.8 MeV 
eaM UCM UcM/ÜR,CM 8cf1 GCM 
@.ra~ ~b/ster~ [[ra1} ~b/sterafil 
21 '5 1 ' 1 0 . 103 o,74 100,2 1 '62 . 10° 
23,6 8,22 . 102 o,79 102,2 1 '32 
25,7 5,89 o,79 1o4,2 1,23 
27,9 4,o6 o,75 106,2 1'23 
3o,o 2,63 o,65 108' 1 1 '35 
32 ~ 1 1 '5 3 o,49 11 0' 1 1 '5 2 
34,3 1'00 o,41 112,o 1 '7 3 
36,4 6,49 . 10 1 o,34 114,o 1'98 
38,5 5,24 o,34 115' 9 2,15 
4o,6 5,o4 o,4o 117,9 2,29 
42,7 4,97 o,46 119 '8 2,36 
44,8 4,93 o,57 1 21 '8 2,42 
47,o 4,83 o,67 123,7 2,42 
49' 1 4,27 o,7o 125,6 2,39 
51 '2 3,73 0' 71 127,5 2,31 
53,3 3' 18 o,71 129,4 2,23 
55,4 2' 61 o,67 131 '4 2,08 
57,4 2,11 o,62 133,3 1 '9 5 
59,5 1 '6 2 o,54 135,2 1, Bo 
61 '6 1,24 o,47 137'1 1 '69 
63,7 9,32 . 10° o,4o 139,o 1 '5 7 
65,8 7,45 o,36 140,8 1'4 7 
67,8 6,77 o,36 142,7 1 '37 
69,9 6,55 o,39 144,6 1 '31 
71,9 6,73 o,44 146,5 1 '25 





























8cM <XrM G6M/6R, CM ecM GCM GC'M/GR,CM 
[Qrädl [ib/steradl [[räd\ ~b/sterad 1 
76,o 6,86 o,54 15o,3 1, 2o o,58 
78' 1 7,o8 o,61 152,1 1 '21 o,59 
80' 1 7,1o o,67 154,o 1 '23 o,61 
82,2 6,9o o,71 155,9 1 '26 o,64 
84,2 6,58 o,73 157,7 1 '31 o,67 
86,2 5,91 o,71 159,6 1'34 o,7o 
88,2 5,21 o,67 161 '5 1'38 o,72 
9o,2 4,4o o,61 163,3 1 '41 o,75 
92,3 3,7o o,55 165,2 1'42 o,76 
94,3 3,02 o,48 166,2 1'43 o,77 
96,3 2,49 o,42 
98,2 2,01 o,36 
Elastic scattering of deuterons 
Table V. from titanium at 11.8 MeV 
E?M c3CM 6CM/6°R,CM 
.@ra~ ~b/sterai!J @ra~ [Eib/stera]] 
2o,8 3,45 . 103 o,76 1oo,4 4,15 . 10° o,296 
22,9 2,27 o,72 1o2,4 3,77 o,283 
25,o 1'4 7 o,66 1o4,4 3,37 o,267 
27,o 9,22 . 102 o,59 106,4 2,93 o,248 
29' 1 5,78 o,48 1o8,3 2,54 o,225 
31 '2 3,61 o,38 11o,3 2,12 o,196 
33,3 2,39 o,34 11 2' 3 1 '7 2 o,167 
35,4 1 '92 o,34 114' 3 1 '45 0' 148 
37,4 1'65 o,37 116' 3 1,23 o,13o 
39,5 1'49 o,41 118,2 1 '1 2 o,123 
41'6 1 '36 o,45 12o,2 1, o4 0' 119 
43,6 1 '24 o,49 122'1 1 '01 0' 1 21 
45,7 1 ' 11 o,51 124'1 1 '0 2 o,126 
47,7 9,87 . 10 1 o,53 126,o 1 , o5 o,135 
49,8 8,54 o,56 128' 0 1 ' 1 2 o,149 
51 '9 7' 18 o,54 129,9 1 ' 21 o,166 
53,9 5,88 o,51 1 31 '9 1 '27 0' 181 
55,9 4,67 o,46 133'8 1 '32 o,194 
58,o 3,54 o,4o 135'8 1 '38 o,21o 
60,0 2,73 o,35 137,7 1'44 o,222 
62' 1 2,24 o,32 139,6 1'46 o,232 
64' 1 1'82 o,294 141 '6 1,44 o,233 
66,2 1 ' 51 o,272 143,5 1 '4 1 o,233 
68,2 1 , 3o o,259 145,4 1 '3 7 o,231 
7o,2 1 ' 1 3 o,245 147,4 1 '31 o,226 
72,2 1 '00 o,244 149,3 1 '2 3 o,216 
74,3 8,98 . 10° o,247 1 51 '2 1 ' 1 4 o,2o4 
76,3 8' 17 o,245 1 5 3' 1 1 , o4 0' 189 
78,3 7,53 o,248 1 5 5' 1 9,37 . 10-1 0' 17 4 
8o,4 7,o3 o,251 157,o 8,39 o,158 
Table V, 
ecM GCM GCM/6R, cM ecM GCM GCM/ÖR,CM 
.fil"rääJ [mb/ st erad l fGradl ~b/ st erädl 
82,4 6,66 o,256 158,9 7,48 o,142 
84,4 6,34 o,263 160,8 6,67 o,128 
86,4 6,12 o,274 162,8 5,86 o,114 
88,4 5,88 o,281 164,7 5,12 0' 100 
9o,4 5,73 o,295 165,6 4,77 0,094 
92,4 5,51 o,3o 
94,4 5,21 o,31 
96,4 4,89 o,31 
98,4 4,55 o,3o 
Table VI. 
Elastic scattering of deuterons from iron at 11.8 MeV 
ecM GCM GCM/6R, cM ecM 6CM 0511/ÜR, cM 
IQ_rai} ~/ st er~ [(Irad mb/steradl 
20,7 5,85 . 103 o,9o 100'1 3,35 . 10° 0' 171 
22,8 3,37 o,77 1o2,1 2,96 o,16o 
24,8 2,12 o,66 1o4,o 2,63 o,15o 
26,9 1,35 o,58 106,0 2,4o 0' 144 
29,o 8,80 . 102 o,51 108,0 2,23 0' 14 1 
31,o 6,31 o,47 110' 0 2,08 0' 138 
33,1 4,83 o,46 112,o 1,97 o,137 
35,2 3,79 o,46 113,9 1'86 o,136 
37,2 3,23 o,49 11 5' 9 1, 80 o,136 
39,3 2,78 o,51 117,9 1 '7 4 o,138 
4 1 '3 2,4o o,54 119 '8 1 '67 o,137 
43,4 2,o7 o,57 121'8 1 '64 0' 140 
45,4 1'74 o,57 123' ö 1'60 0' 142 
47,4 1 '40 o,54 125' 7 1 '57 o,144 
49,5 1 ' 11 o,5o 127' 7 1 '54 o,148 
51 '6 8,46 . 10
1 
o,45 129,6 1,54 o,152 
53,6 6,78 o,41 1 31 '6 1 '51 o,153 
55,7 4,98 o,35 133,5 1,45 o,152 
Table VI. 
ScM 6CM <5CM/6R,CM 8cM OcM ~M/OR,CM 
[Rr~ ~/sterad\ {]!a1] ~/ster~ 
57,7 3,80 o,3o 135,5 1 '39 o,15o 
59,8 2,9o o,261 137,4 1, 3o o,145 
61'8 2,4o o,247 139,4 1 , 2o o,137 
63,8 2,o5 o,236 141,3 1 ' 11 0' 131 
65,9 1'80 o,232 143,3 1, o2 o,122 
67,9 1 '66 o,237 145,2 9,38 . 10-1 o,115 
69,9 1,58 o,25o 147,2 8,77 o,1o9 
71,9 1 '51 o,265 149,1 8,15 0,103 
74,o 1'45 0,279 151 '0 7,54 0,097 
76,o 1,37 o,289 153,o 7,16 0,094 
78,o 1 '28 o,296 154,9 6,92 0,093 
80,0 1'19 o,298 156,8 6,81 O,o93 
82,o 1'08 o,295 158,8 6,69 0,093 
84' 1 9,60 . 10° o,29o 16o,7 6,69 0,094 
86' 1 8,32 o,268 162,6 6,7o 0,095 
88, 1 7,28 o,251 164,6 6,7o 0,096 
9o, 1 6,37 o,235 165,5 6' 71 0,096 
92,1 5,57 o,22o 
94' 1 4,85 o,2o4 
96,1 4,27 o,192 
98' 1 3,8o 0' 182 
Table VII. 
Elastic scattering of deuterons from nickel at 11.8 MeV 
ecM GCM oCM /OR, CM 9cM GdM GC'M/OR,CM 
@.rä]l ~b/stera:ill_ [Qrafil ~b/sterädl 
20,7 5,43 . 103 o,73 100,0 3,62 . 10° o,159 
22,8 3,55 o,7o 1o2,o 3,34 o,155 
24,8 2,43 o,66 1o4,o 3,20 o,157 
26,9 1,63 o,61 1o5,9 3,10 0' 161 
28,9 1 ' 1 3 o,56 1o7,9 3,o4 o,166 
31 '0 7,52 . 10 2 o,49 1o9,9 3,o6 o,175 
33,1 5,21 o,43 111 '9 3,o2 0' 181 
35,1 4,oo o,42 113,9 2,97 0' 187 
37,2 3,28 o,43 115' 9 2,91 o,191 
39,2 2,79 o,45 117' 8 2,83 o,195 
41,3 2,47 o,48 119,8 2,75 o,198 
43,3 2' 11 o,5o 1 21 '8 2,59 o,193 
45,4 1'80 o,51 123' 7 2,45 0' 187 
47,4 1'48 o,49 125 '7 2,27 0' 180 
49,5 1 ' 1 6 o,45 127,6 2,o7 0' 171 
51 '5 8,78 . 10 
1 
o,4o 129,6 1 ,88 o,161 
53,6 6,49 o,34 1 31 '6 1 '71 0' 1 51 
55,6 4,98 o,298 133,5 1'54 o,14o 
57,6 3,9o o,267 135,5 1 '39 0' 131 
59,7 3,22 o,25o 137,4 1'28 o,123 
61 '7 2,69 o,236 139,4 1 ' 18 o,117 
63,7 2,47 o,242 14 1 '3 1 '1 0 0 ' 111 
65,8 2,31 o,26o 143,3 1 '0 5 o,1o9 
67,8 2,31 o,288 145,2 1 '01 o,106 
69,8 2,27 o,31 147,2 9,81 . 10 1 o,106 
71,9 2,15 o,33 149,1 9,69 o,106 
Table VII. 
öS'M GCM/6R, cM ecM Gö'M OOM/GR,CM 
[!iib/ster2~ [§a]}_ ~b/ster~ 
73,9 1 '99 o,34 1 51 '0 9,69 o,108 
75,9 1'83 o,34 153,o 9,75 0' 111 
77,9 1,65 o,33 154,9 9,97 o,115 
79,9 1'49 o,32 156,8 1 '0 2 . 10° o,12o 
82, 0 1,32 o,31 158,8 1 , o5 o,125 
84,o 1 '14 o,29o 16o,7 1 ' 1 1 o,133 
86,o 9,79 . 1 o0 o,269 162,6 1 ' 1 5 o,139 
88,o 8,22 o,242 164,6 1 '21 o,148 
9o,o 6,95 o,221 165,5 1'24 o,152 
92,o 5,97 o,2o2 
94,o 5,19 o,187 
96,o 4,56 o,176 
98,o 4,o8 o,167 
Table VIII. 
Elastic scattering of deuterons from copper 
at 11.8 MeV 
8cM GCM 65M/6R, CM 8cr-1 ÜCM 05M/6R' CM 
@rD~ ~b/ster~ /QraI:f füb/steräil_ 
2o,6 6,77 . 103 o,82 101 '8 4,14 . 10° o,179 
22,7 4,35 o,79 1o3,C3 4' 1 2 0' 189 
24,7 2,73 o,69 1o5,8 4,o4 o,195 
26,3 1 , t3o o,61 1o7,8 3,94 o,2o1 
28,9 1 '22 o,56 1o9,7 3,77 0,202 
3o,9 3,94 . 10 2 o,53 111 '7 3,61 o,2o2 
3'A; 
./' 0 6,54 0' 51 113,7 3,38 o,199 
35,o 5' 17 o,5o 115,7 3,12 0' 191 
37' 1 4,10 o,5o 117' 6 2,89 o,184 
39' 1 3,4o o,51 119' 6 2,64 0' 176 
41,2 2' 83 o,52 1 21 '6 2,4o o,167 
43,2 2,35 o,52 123,5 2,17 o,156 
45,3 1 '85 o,49 125,5 1 '9 5 o,146 
f17' 3 1 '42 o,44 127,5 1 '7 5 o,136 
49,4 1,o4 o,38 129,4 1 '5 7 o,126 
7,83 1o 1 o,33 1 31 '4 1 '44 0' 118 51 '4 . 
53,4 5,95 o,29o 133,4 1 , 3o 0' 111 
55,5 4,42 o,26o 135,3 1 '22 o,1o7 
57,5 3,92 o,248 137,3 1 ' 1 6 o,1o5 
59,5 3,46 o,251 139,2 1 ' 1 3 o,1o5 
61 '6 3,22 o,264 14 1 '2 1 ' 1 1 0' 10 5 
63,6 3,o5 o,28o 143' 1 1 '1 0 0' 106 
65,6 2,91 o,299 145' 1 1 , o9 o,108 
67,7 2' a, 3 o,32 147,o 1'08 o,1o9 
Table VIII. 
9cM ~M GCM/o'R,CM ecM GCM <J'6M/oR,CM 
~rä] ~b/steradl IJi r aj} ll!!:"b / s t er aj] 
69,7 2,60 o,33 149,o 1p8 0' 111 
71 '7 2,4o o,34 15o,9 1, o9 o,114 
73,7 2,20 o,34 152,9 1, o9 0' 116 
75,8 1'94 o,33 154,8 1 ' 1 0 0' 119 
77,8 1,68 0' 31 156,7 1 ' 1 1 o,123 
79,8 1'42 o,287 158,7 1 ' 1 1 o,125 
81,8 1'18 o,258 160,6 1 ' 11 o,126 
83,8 9,45 10° o,224 162,6 1 ' 11 o,127 
85,8 7,54 0' 193 164,5 1, o9 o,126 
87,8 6,27 o,167 165,5 1, o9 o,127 
89,8 5,35 p,158 
91,8 4,82 o,153 
93,8 4,55 o,154 
95,8 4,33 o,156 
97,8 4,16 0,160 
99,8 4' 14 o,169 
Table IX. 
Elastic scattering of deuterons f rom zinc 
at 11.8 MeV 
ecM CJ6M OCM/GR,CM ecM G'CM GcMfa{, CM 
@raj)_ ill_b/steradl [[ra]:l ~/stera]l_ 
2o,6 7,1o . 103 o,81 101 '7 4,60 . 10° o,185 
22,7 4,69 o,79 1o3,7 4,53 o,194 
24,7 3,14 o,74 1 o5 „ 7 4,38 0' 199 
26,8 2,15 o,68 1o7,7 4,13 o,197 
28,8 1'48 o,63 1o9,7 3,8o o,19o 
3o,9 1, o3 o,57 111 '7 3,46 0' 180 
32,9 7,25 . 102 o,53 113,6 3,10 o,17o 
35,o 5,22 o,47 115' 6 2,83 o,163 
37,o 4,02 o,46 117,6 2,61 o,155 
39,1 3,24 o,45 119' 6 2,39 o,148 
41,1 2,66 o,45 1 21 '5 2,21 o,143 
43,2 2,22 o,45 123,5 2,o2 o,136 
45,2 1'84 o,45 125,5 1'88 0' 1 31 
47,3 1'49 o,43 127,4 1 '73 o,125 
49,3 1 '18 o,4o 129,4 1 '60 0' 119 
51'4 9,13 . 10 
1 o,36 1 31 , 4 1'49 o,115 
53,4 7,37 o,34 1 33' 3 1 '4 1 o,112 
55,4 5,91 0' 31 135,3 1,32 o,108 
57,5 4,9o o,29o 137,2 1 '26 0,106 
59,5 4,4o o,297 139,2 1,22 o,1o5 
61 '5 4,15 o,32 141 ' 1 1 , 2o o,106 
63,6 3,9o o,33 14 3' 1 1 , 2o o,108 
65,6 3,65 o,35 145,o 1, 2o 0' 110 
67,6 3,37 o,36 147,o 1 '18 0' 111 
69,6 3,o8 o,36 148,9 1 '17 0' 113 
71,7 2,73 o,36 15o,9 1 '17 0' 115 
73,7 2,35 o,34 152,8 1 ' 1 5 o,114 
Table IX. 
8CM <J6M aCM/csR, CM ecM CifM GCM/6R, CM 
Jlli'ädl füili/ st er ad 1 fGradl @i/ster~ 
75,7 2,oo 0,32 154,8 1'1 3 o,114 
77,7 1,74 0,30 156,7 1 ' 11 o,114 
79,7 1,46 o,275 158,7 1 ' 11 o,116 
81,7 1,25 o,255 160,6 1 '09 o,115 
83,8 1,o5 o,232 162,6 1 '06 o,113 
85,8 8,85 . 10° o,212 164,:5 1 '04 0' 11 2 
87,8 7,6o 0' 196 165,5 1, o2 0,110 
89,8 6,7o 0' 186 
91,8 5,8o 0' 171 
93,8 5,37 o,169 
95,8 5,oo o,168 
97,8 4,78 o,171 
99,8 4,67 0' 178 
Table X. 
Elastic scattering of deuterons from zirconium 
at 11. 8 MeV 
8cM GCM OcM/<Sli,cM 8cM 66M <S'cM/GR,CM 
~a1} Gib/stera]J @:raK} [!iib/ st erädl 
2o,4 1 , 4o . 1 o4 0,90 101 '3 8,74 . 1 o0 o,2oo 
22,5 1, o4 o,97 1o3,2 7,55 0' 183 
24,5 7,61 . 10 3 o,98 1o5,2 6,56 o,167 
26,6 5,o2 o,9o 1o7,2 5,49 0' 148 
28,6 3,35 0,80 1o9,2 4,60 o,129 
3o,6 2,31 o,71 111 ' 2 3,83 0' 113 
32,7 1'63 o,65 11 3' 2 3,22 0,101 
34,7 1 '18 0,60 11 5' 2 3,oo 0,097 
36,7 9,26 . 102 o,58 117'1 2,89 0,098 
38,8 7,15 o,56 11 9' 1 2,92 o,1o3 
40,8 5,69 o,54 1 21 ' 1 2,98 0,110 
42,9 4,58 o,53 123'1 3,o2 0' 116 
44,9 3,81 o,52 12 5' 1 3,08 o,122 
46,9 3' 18 o,51 127,o 3,08 o,126 
48,9 2,61 o,5o 129,o 3,o7 o,13o 
51 '0 2,16 o,48 131 '0 3,o2 o,132 
53,o 1'85 o,46 132,9 2,93 o,133 
55,o 1,55 o,45 134,9 2,8o 0' 1 31 
57,1 1 '29 o,43 136,9 2,63 o,126 
59' 1 1, o7 o,41 138,9 2,46 0' 121 
61 ' 1 9' 18 . 10
1 o,39 140,8 2,27 o,115 
63,1 7,56 o,36 142,8 2,o9 o,1o7 
65,1 6' 10 o,33 144,7 1'89 0,099 
67' 1 5,oo 0,30 146,7 1 '65 0,089 
69,2 4,16 o,278 148,7 1,5o 0,083 
71,2 3,45 0), 254 150,6 1 '39 0,077 
Table X. 
ecM GCM GCM/GR, CM ScM C56M <fcM~, CM 
@:"ra:ill_ ~/ st era]J_ IQ}-ifil. @b/steradl 
73,2 2,98 o,24o 152,6 1,31 0,074 
75,2 2,61 0' 231 154,6 1'26 0,073 
77,2 2,28 o,222 156,5 1'23 0,072 
79,2 2' 11 o,222 158,5 1, 2o 0,071 
81,3 1,96 o,226 160~4- 1 '19 0,072 
83,3 1'86 o,232 162,4 1 '21 0,074 
85,3 1 '76 o,237 164,4 1 '23 0,076 
87,3 1'66 o,242 165,3 1,26 0,079 
89,3 1,57 o,246 
91 '3 1, 5o o,25o 
93,3 1'42 o,253 
95,3 1,27 o,242 
97,3 1 '13 o,229 
99,3 9,92 1o 0 o,214 . 
Table XI. 
Elastic scattering of deuterons from niobium 
ai; 11.ö tvieV 
ecM GCM GOM/GR, cM 8cM OCM ~M/oft,CM 
[Qräfil ~b/steradl .[[r~ ~b/ st era]J. 
2o,4 1 '73 • 104 1 , o5 1o1,3 9,98 • 1 o0 o,217 
22,5 1 ' 1 5 1,02 1o3,2 8,65 o,199 
24,5 7,86 • 103 o,97 1o5,2 7,5o 0' 182 
26,6 5,33 o,91 1o7,2 6,34 o,163 
28,6 3,69 o,83 1o9,2 5,54 o, 149 
3o,6 2,65 o,78 111 '2 5,o4 o,142 
32,7 1'92 o,73 113,2 4,60 o,137 
34,7 1'44 o,7o 115,2 4,36 o,135 
36,7 1 ' 11 o,66 117' 1 4,25 o,137 
38,8 8,68 10 2 o,65 119' 1 4,19 0, 141 • 
4o,8 6,99 o,63 121 '1 4,22 o, 148 
42,9 5,71 o,62 123, 1 4,24 o,155 
44,9 4,68 0,60 125,1 4,24, o,161 
46,9 3,88 0,60 127,o 4,25 0, 166 
48,9 3,16 o,57 129,o 4,22 0' 171 
51'0 2,58 o,54 131,o 4,o7 o,17o 
53,o 2,16 o,52 132,9 3,88 o,168 
55,o 1'77 o,49 134,9 3,69 o,164 
57' 1 1'46 o,46 136,9 3,42 o,156 
59,1 1, 2o o,44 138,9 3,23 o,152 
61 '1 9,98 • 10 1 o,41 140,8 3,o4 o,146 
63,1 8,22 o,37 142,8 2,82 o,139 
65,1 6,80 o,35 144,7 2,55 o,128 
67' 1 5,69 o,33 146,7 2,35 0' 121 
69,2 4,82 o,31 148,7 2,13 o,112 
71,2 4,17 o,292 150,6 1'97 o,1o5 
Table XI. 
9cM GCM GCM/oR,CM ~M GCM G6M/<SR',cM 
.(Qrä]l ~b/ster~ \I_räfil_ ~b/sterä_fil 
73,2 3,64 o,28o 152,6 1, 84 0,100 
75,2 3,27 o,277 154,6 1 '73 0,096 
77,2 2,96 o,274 156,5 1,66 0,093 
79,2 2,72 o,273 158,5 1,62 0,093 
81,3 2,48 o,273 16o,4 1,62 0,094 
83,3 2,35 o,28o 162,4 1'65 0,097 
85,3 2,21 o,284 164,4 1 '71 0,101 
87,3 2,08 o,288 165,3 1, 76 o,1o4 
89,3 1, 97 o,293 
91,3 1'86 o,296 
93,3 1 '74 o,296 
95,3 1,55 o,281 
97,3 1,33 o,258 
99,3 1,16 o,238 
Table XII. 
Elastic scattering of deuterons from rhodium 
at 11.8 MeV 
ecM GCM GCM/6R,cM ScM 66M GtM/ ~,CM 
(gra]J lmb/steradl 1 Grad! ~/ster~ 
2o,4 2,14 . 104 1,08 101 '1 1'38 • 10 1 o,251 
22,4 1,5o 1'10 1o3,1 1,24 0,238 
24,5 1,o3 1, o5 1o5,1 1 '14 o,231 
26,5 7' 10 . 103 1,oo 1o7,1 1,o4 o,221 
28,5 5,o4 o,94 1o9,1 9,62 • 10° o,216 
3o,6 3,62 o,88 111 ' 1 8,82 o,2o7 
32,6 2,62 o,83 113' 1 8' 17 0,202 
34,6 1'96 o,78 115,o 7,53 o,195 
36,7 1,47 o,73 117' 0 7,oc 0' 188 
38,7 1 '1 2 o,69 119,o 6,54 0' 184 
4o,7 8,71 • 10
2 
o,65 1 21 '0 6' 11 o,179 
42,8 6,81 o,61 123,o 5,74 o,174 
44,8 5,47 o,58 124,9 5,44 o,172 
46,8 4,48 o,57 126,9 5,15 o,167 
48,9 3,7o o,55 128,9 4,85 o,163 
5o,9 3,11 o,54 13o,9 4,64 o,162 
52,9 2,59 o,52 132,9 4,42 o,158 
54,9 2' 17 o,5o 134,8 4,21 o,157 
57,o 1 ,84 o,48 136,8 3,99 o,152 
59,o 1,56 o,47 138,8 3,78 o,148 
61,o 1,33 o,45 140,8 3,56 0' 142 
63,o 1 '14 o,44 142,7 3,4o o,139 
65,o 9,81 • 10
1 o,42 144,7 3,24 o,135 
67,o 8,52 o,41 146,7 3' 14 o,134 
69' 1 7,42 o,39 148,6 3,oo o,132 
Table XII. 
6bM UcM cJcM/~,CM &cM oCM crCM/<5R,cM 
@ra_fil [iib/sterad 1 fGra&j ~b/sterad 1 
71,1 6,54 o,38 150,6 2,89 o,129 
73,1 5,71 o,36 152,6 2,79 o,126 
75,1 5,o7 o,35 154,5 2,71 o,125 
77' 1 4,5o o,35 156,5 2,65 o,124 
79, 1 4,o5 o,34 158,4 2,58 o,122 
81,1 3,62 o,33 16o,4 2,55 o,123 
83,2 3,3o o,32 162,4 2,51 o,122 
85,2 3,oo o,32 164,3 2,51 o,124 
87,2 2,71 o,31 165,3 2,51 o,124 
89,2 2,46 o,3o 
91,2 2,25 o,297 
93,2 2,04 o,288 
95,2 1,86 o,281 
97,2 1,68 o,271 
99,1 1,52 o,259 
Table XIII. 
Elastic scattering of deuterons from palladium 
at 11.8 MeV 
ecM GCM GCM/GR, CM 8cM uCM cs6M/GR, CM 
[QraAf [!ib/ster~ @:'"ra:ill_ [!Tib/ st era]J 
2o,4 2,o4 . 104 1'00 1 01 ' 1 1 '25 . 10 
1 
o,217 
22,4 1'43 1 '00 103' 1 1 ' 1 4 o,208 
24,4 1 '01 o,99 1o5,o 1 , o4 0,202 
26,5 7' 1 0 . 10 3 o,96 1o7,o 9,54 . 10° o,195 
28,5 5,o4 o,9o 1o9,o 8,84 0' 189 
3o,5 3,62 o,84 111 '0 8' 18 0' 184 
32,6 2,66 0,80 113,o 7,58 o,179 
34,6 1'98 o,76 115' 0 7,13 o,176 
36,6 1,52 o,72 117,o 6,69 0' 173 
38,7 1, 2o o,7o 119,o 6,31 o,169 
40,7 9,4o . 102 o,68 12o,9 5,91 0' 165 
42,7 7,7o o,66 122 '9 5,55 o,161 
44,7 6,25 o,63 124,9 5,26 0' 158 
46,8 5,o1 o,61 126,9 4,93 o,153 
48,8 4,o9 o,58 128,8 4,71 o,152 
5o,8 3,27 o,54 130 '8 4,41 o,147 
52,8 2,7o o,51 132' 8 4, 18 0' 144 
54,9 2,20 o,48 134,8 3,99 0' 14 1 
56,9 1'83 o,46 136'7 3,80 o,138 
58,9 1 '54 o,44 138,7 3,65 o,137 
6o,9 1 '31 o,42 140,7 3,49 o,134 
63,o 1 ' 11 o,41 142,7 3,33 0' 131 
65,o 9,51 . 10 1 o,39 144,6 3,20 o,128 
67,o 8,24 o,37 146,6 3,08 0' 1 26 
69,o 7,2o o,36 148,6 2,96 o,124 
Table XIII. 
ecM GtM GCM/csR, cM ecM GCM cxJM/GR, CM 
[[räfil füb/steradl fil!a"fil_ füb/sterä]l 
71 '0 6,34 o,35 15o,5 2,86 o,122 
73,o 5,67 o,34 152,5 2,77 0,120 
75,o 5,o7 o,34 154,5 2,69 o,119 
77,o 4,57 o,33 156,4 2,61 o,117 
79' 1 4,o3 o,32 158,4 2,56 o,116 
81 '1 3,61 o,31 16o,4 2,5o o,115 
83' 1 3,25 o,31 162,3 2,46 0' 115 
85,1 2,91 o,297 164,3 2,43 0' 115 
87' 1 2,60 o,286 165,3 2,41 o,114 
89' 1 2,33 o,275 
91 '1 2,10 o,265 
93' 1 1'88 o,255 
95,1 1'69 o,245 
97' 1 1 '51 o,232 
99' 1 1,37 o,224 
Table XIV. 
Elastic scattering of deuterons from silver 
at 11.8 MeV 
GC'M/oR,CM ciM/6R,cM 
@rafil ~b/ster~ @Faii ~b/steraTI 
19,4 2,81 . 104 1'06 99' 1 1 '53 . 10
1 
o,24o 
2o,4 2,48 1 ' 16 101 ' 1 1 '38 o,229 
22,4 1'82 1 '21 10 3' 1 1 '27 o,223 
24,4 1'26 1 '18 1o5,o 1 '1 5 o,214 
26,5 8,37 . 103 1'08 1o7,o 1, o7 o,2o9 
28,5 5,8o o,99 1o9,o 9,91 . 10° o,2o3 
3o,5 4,25 o,94 111 '0 9,19 0' 198 
32,6 3,00 o,88 113,o 8,55 o,193 
34,6 2,30 o,84 115,o 8,01 o,189 
36,6 1'74 o,79 117,o 7,56 o,187 
38,7 1 '32 o,74 119' 0 7,o9 o,182 
4o,7 1, o2 o,7o 12o,9 6,7o o,179 
42,7 8,17 . 10 2 o,67 122,9 6,26 o,174 
44,7 6,59 o,64 124,9 5,93 0' 171 
46,8 5,14 0,60 126,9 5,64 o,168 
48,8 4,18 o,57 128,8 5,2o o,161 
5o,8 3,47 o,55 130,8 5,01 o,159 
52,8 2,85 o,52 132 '8 4,68 o,154 
54,9 2,28 o,48 134,8 4,4o 0' 149 
56,9 1 '95 o,47 136,7 4,1o 0' 143 
58,9 1 '61 o,44 138,7 3,84 o,138 
60,9 1 '37 o,42 14o,7 3,75 o,138 
63,o 1 ' 1 5 o,41 142,7 3,47 o,131 
65,o 1, o3 o,4o 144,6 3,39 0' 130 
67,o 8,78 . 101 o,38 146,6 3,32 o,13o 
Table XIV. 
8cM G5M ~M/GR,CM 8cM ~M cfcM/~,CM 
illrajl [ib/ st er~ @!aill_ ~b/steradl 
69,o 7,7o o,37 148,6 3,o8 o,124 
71,o 6,62 o,35 15o,5 3,oo o,123 
73,o 5,81 o,34 152,5 2,89 o,12o 
75,o 5,3o o,34 154 '5 2,84 0,120 
77,o 4,72 o,33 156,4 2,82 0' 121 
79' 1 4,16 o,32 158,4 2,81 o,122 
81' 1 3,72 o,31 16o,4 2,77 o,122 
83' 1 3,3o o,297 162,3 2,76 o,123 
85' 1 2,95 o,289 164,3 2,7o o,122 
87' 1 2,69 o,284 165,3 2,68 o,122 
89' 1 2,43 o,275 
9 1 ' 1 2,16 o,261 
93,1 1'99 o,259 
95,1 1'84 o,255 


























Elastic scattering of deuterons from cadmium 
at 11. 8 MeV 
cCM GCM/<JR, CM BcM ~M oC'M;Gl{, CM 
~b/ster~ [QE~ ~/stera~ 
2,61 . 104 1 ' 1 5 101 '0 1 '26 . 10 
1 o,2o1 
1 '71 1 '10 1o3,o 1 '1 7 o,197 
1 ' 1 6 1, o4 1o5,o 1 , o9 o,195 
8' 11 . 103 1'00 1o7,o 1 '0 3 o,193 
5,78 o,95 1o9,o 9,75 . 10° 0' 192 
4,2o o,89 111 '0 9' 17 0' 189 
3,10 o,86 112,9 8,59 0' 186 
2,36 o,82 114,9 7,97 0' 180 
1 '79 o,78 116,9 7,39 o,176 
1 '39 o,75 118,9 6,88 o,169 
1 ' 1 2 o,74 120' 9 6,45 o,165 
8,89 . 102 o,69 122,9 6,01 0' 160 
7,oo o,65 124,8 5,59 0' 1 55 
5,64 o,63 126,8 5,20 o,149 
4,47 o,58 128,8 4,85 o,144 
3,62 o,55 130,8 4,5o o,137 
2,98 o,52 132,8 4,23 o,133 
2,43 o,49 134,7 3,9o o,127 
1,99 o,46 136,7 3,67 o,123 
1'68 o,44 138,7 3,44 0' 119 
1 '43 o,42 14o,7 3,30 o,117 
1'22 o,41 142,6 3,21 0,116 
1, o4 o,39 144,6 3' 14 0' 11 5 
8,99 . 101 o,37 146,6 3,10 0' 117 
Table XV. 
e cM csCM GCM/GR, cM 9-cM oe'M 
[[räill ~/steradl @.räfil [Eib/ st er~ 
68,9 7,88 o,36 148,5 3,o5 0' 118 
71 '0 6,91 o,35 15o,5 3,oo 0' 118 
73,o 6' 10 o,34 152,5 2,98 o,119 
75,o 5,5o o,34 154,4 2,96 o,12o 
77,o 4,94 o,33 156,4 2,93 0' 121 
79,o 4,44 o,33 158,4 2,89 o,12o 
81'0 4,oo o,32 16o,4 2,86 o,121 
83,o 3,51 o,3o 162,3 2,82 o,121 
85,o 3,o7 o,287 164,3 2,8o o,121 
87' 1 2,66 o,269 165,3 2,77 o,12o 
89' 1 2,31 o,251 
91 ' 1 2,o4 o,236 
9 3' 1 1 '8 3 o,227 
95,o 1 '6 3 o,216 
97,o 1 '49 o,21o 
99,o 1,37 o,2o5 
Table XVI. 
Elastic scattering of deuterons from indium 
at 11.8 MeV 
8cM ~M o6M/oR, CM 8cM <fcM 
UiTaiiJ. lmb/ster~ @ja~ lmb/sterä]] 
2o,4 2,42 . 104 1, o2 101 '0 1 '19 . 101 0' 183 
22,4 1'66 1 '01 1o3,o 1 ' 1 2 0' 181 
24,4 1 ' 1 5 o,99 1o5,o 1 '06 0' 182 
26,5 8,o4 . 103 o,95 1o7,o 1 '01 0' 181 
28,5 5,49 o,86 1o9,o 9,74 . 10° 0' 184 
3o,5 3,94 0,80 111 '0 9,32 0' 185 
32,5 2,82 o,75 112,9 8,85 0' 184 
34,6 2' 11 o,7o 114,9 8,32 0' 181 
36,6 1 '61 o,67 116,9 7,85 o,179 
38,6 1 '26 o,65 118,9 7,33 0' 173 
4o,7 1'00 o,63 12o,9 6,81 o,168 
42,7 8' 14 . 10
2 o,61 122,9 6' 15 o,158 
44,7 6,67 0,60 124,8 5,63 o,15o 
46,7 5,43 o,58 126,8 5,16 0' 141 
48,8 4,39 o,55 128 ,8 4,72 o,134 
5o,8 3,56 o,52 130 ,8 4,36 0' 128 
52,8 2,85 o,48 132' 8 4,o7 o,123 
54,8 2,32 o,45 134,7 3,83 o,12o 
56,8 1'88 o,42 136,7 3,69 o,119 
58,9 1,57 o,4o 138' 7 3,55 0' 118 
6o,9 1,33 o,38 14o,7 3,45 o,117 
62,9 1 '14 o,37 142,6 3,36 
o,117 
64,9 9,84 . 10 
1 o,35 144,6 3,29 o,116 
66,9 8,66 o,35 146,6 3,22 0' 117 
Table XVI. 
ecM ö6M GCM/GR, CM ecM dcM cfcM/cR, CM 
\Gral_ \Jib/ st er@ @Fad [fu.b/ st er~ 
68,9 7,71 o,34 148' 5 3,19 o,119 
71,o 6,91 0,34 15o,5 3,17 0,120 
73,o 6,24 o,34 152,5 3,15 o,121 
75,o 5,58 o,32 154,4 3' 11 o,121 
77,o 4,92 0,32 156,~ 3,06 0' 121 
79,o 4,35 o,31 158,4 3,oo o,12o 
81,o 3,81 o,293 16o,4 2,96 o,12o 
83,o 3,39 o,28o 162,3 2,94 0' 121 
85,o 2,97 o,268 164,3 2,94 o,123 
87,1 2,6o o,252 165,3 2,94 o,123 
89' 1 2,29 o,239 
91 ' 1 2,oo o,222 
93' 1 1'74 o,208 
95,o 1 '5 5 o,197 
97,o 1 '39 0' 188 





























Elastic scattering of deuterons from tin 
at 11.8 MeV 
05l11 GCM/oR,CM ErcM GCM 
_@b/ st erall_ _[Qra]l _@b/ster~ 
2,98 . 104 o,99 99,o 1 '35 . 10 1 
2,5o o,99 101 '0 1 '26 
1 '72 1, o2 1o3,c 1 ' 1 9 
1 '31 1'08 1o5,o 1 ' 1 1 
1 '0 3 1 ' 1 5 1o6,9 1 '06 
7,26 . 103 1 ' 1 0 1o8,9 9,99 . 10° 
4,73 o,93 11o,9 9,4o 
3,08 o,78 112,9 8,77 
2' 1 3 o,68 114,9 8,02 
1,54 o,62 116,9 7,25 
1 ' 1 5 o,57 118' 9 6,5o 
8,91 . 102 o,54 120,8 5 ~· 78 
7,o4 o,51 122' 8 5,31 
5,68 o,49 124,8 4,So 
4,60 o,47 126,8 4,42 
3,75 o,45 128,8 4,15 
3,13 o,44 130,8 3,89 
2,59 o,42 132,7 3,73 
2' 14 o,4o 134,7 3,63 
1'83 o,39 136,7 3,52 
1,57 o,38 138,7 3,38 
1,35 o,37 140,6 3,31 
1 '19 o,37 142,6 3,24 
1 '0 5 o,36 144,6 3,20 
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0' 110 
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Table XVII. 
~M aCM/ o1t, CM ecM o6M o0M/~,CM 
füib/steraä] J[ra]l ~b/ster~ 
68,9 8,26 o,35 148,5 3,o9 0,110 
7o,9 7,35 o,35 15o,5 3,o5 0' 111 
72,9 6,56 o,34 152,5 3,o1 0' 111 
74,9 5,93 o,34 154,4 2,99 o,112 
77,o 5,31 o,33 1'16'4 2,97 o,113 
79,o 4,66 o,32 158,4 2,93 0' 113 
81'0 3,97 o,292 16o,3 2,91 o,114 
83,o 3,31 o,265 162,3 2,9o o,115 
85,o 2,77 o,239 164,3 2,87 o,115 
87,o 2,38 o,222 
39,o 2,o5 o,2o5 
91,o 1, 84 o,197 
93,o 1, 67 o,192 
95,o 1,54 0' 189 
97,o 1'44 0' 188 
Table XVIII. 
Elastic scattering of deuterons from tantalum 
at 11. 8 MeV 
9cM w'11 cXMpR,CM 9cM GCM 6CM/GR,cM 
I[rajj ~/ster~ .fil!'a]l fEib/steriill 
19,2 6,58 . 104 1'00 9o,6 9,60 . 101 o,48 
2o,2 5,41 1'00 92,6 8,60 o,46 
22,2 3,7o 1 , 00 94,6 7,88 o,45 
24,3 2,65 1 '0 2 96,6 7,o5 o,43 
26,3 1 '94 1 , o2 98,6 6,47 o,42 
28,3 1'43 1 '00 100,6 5,99 o,41 
3o,3 1, o9 o,99 1o2,6 5,48 o,4o 
32,3 8,45 . 103 o,98 1o4,6 5,o7 o,39 
34,4 6,46 o,96 106,6 4,55 o,37 
36,4 5,o4 o,94 108,6 4,21 o,36 
38,4 4' 10 o,94 110,6 4,03 o,36 
4o,4 3,32 o,93 112' 6 3,75 o,35 
42,4 2,75 o,92 114,6 3,47 o,34 
44,4 2,35 o,94 116,5 3,21 o,33 
46,5 2,oo o,95 118' 5 2,99 o,32 
48,5 1'66 o,92 120,5 2,78 0' 31 
5o,5 1 '34 o,87 122,5 2,59 
o,3o 
52,5 1 '16 o,88 124,5 2,45 o,295 
54_, 5 9,74 . 102 o,84 126,5 2,32 o,29o 
56,5 7,98 o,79 128,5 2,26 o,29o 
58,5 7,oo o,78 130' 5 2,18 
o,29o 
60,6 6,o4 o,77 132,5 2,06 
o,283 
62,6 5,17 o,74 134,5 1'93 
o,274 
64,6 4,63 o,74 136,4 1'86 
o,273 
66,6 4' 10 o,73 138, 4 1, So 
o,27o 
68,6 3,60 0' 71 14o,4 1,72 
o,264 
7o,6 3,07 o,67 142,4 1,68 
o,264 
Table XVIII. 
ScM oCM ~MpR, CM 6CM oCM oCM/<5li, CM 
.Ifu'a_QJ ~b/ster~ j(rra""fil @_b/ster~ 
72,6 2,74 o,66 144,4 1,61 o,26o 
74,6 2,42 o,64 146,4 1 '52 o,25o 
76,6 2' 14 o,62 148,3 1'43 o,24o 
78,6 1'86 o,59 15o,3 1'42 o,242 
80,6 1'66 o,57 152,3 1,34 o,233 
82,6 1'43 o,53 154,3 1 '31 o,232 
84,6 1'29 o,52 156,3 1'34 o,241 
86,6 1 '15 o,5o 158,2 1'26 o,231 





























Elastic scattering of deuterons from gold 
at 11.8 MeV 
OcM uCM/@.,CM 9cM oCM 
§b/stera~ @raill ~b/stera~ 
4 
102 7,54 . 10 o,98 92,6 1 ' 1 4 . 
6,32 1'00 94,6 1 , o3 
4,32 1 '00 96,6 9,22 . 10 1 
3,o7 1,oo 98,6 8,1o 
2,24 1,01 100,6 7,52 
1, 69 1 '01 1o2,6 6,88 
1,28 1'00 1o4,6 6,42 
1,o3 1, o2 106,6 6,o5 
7,91 . 103 o,99 108,6 5,69 
6,oo o,95 110,6 5,37 
4,79 o,94 112,5 5,13 
4,oo o,96 114,5 4,89 
3,46 o,99 116,5 4,56 
2,93 1'00 118' 5 4,25 
2,47 1'00 12o,5 3,99 
2,10 1,oo 122,5 3,64 
1,76 o,98 124,5 3,4o 
1, 48 o,95 126,5 3,23 
1, 25 o,92 128,5 3,09 
1, o7 o,9o 13o,5 2,95 
9,24 . 102 o,88 132,4 2,79 
7,88 o,85 134,4 2,67 
6,82 o,83 136,4 2,56 
6,01 o,82 138,4 2,42 





























ecM oCM wCM/d"R, CM 8 CM GCM 
ffiratTI @ib/ st erac[I [Grac!J §b/ st era~ 
68,5 4,65 o,78 142,4 2' 17 o,292 
7o,6 4,o7 o,76 144,3 2' 11 o,29o 
72,6 3,64 o,75 146,3 2,oo o,282 
74,6 3,23 o,73 148,3 1,95 o,28o 
76,6 2,9o o,72 15c,3 1'85 o,27o 
78,6 2,59 o,7o 152,3 1 '76 o,262 
80,6 2,32 o,68 154,3 1 '72 o,26o 
82,6 2, o1 o,64 156,2 1'67 o,257 
84,6 1 '77 o,61 158,2 1 '58 o,248 
86,6 1 '5 3 o,57 16o,2 1 '5 2 o,241 
88,6 1 '38 o,55 162,2 1'49 o,24o 
9o,6 1 '26 o,54 
FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Fig. 1. Photograph of the oscilloscope display dE/dx versus 
E. This picture was taken with a Mg-target at a detector 
0 
angle = 50 . A large number of protons and two groups 
of inelastically scattered deuterons are well separated 
from the intense elastic deuteron group. 
Fig. 2. The ratio of measured differential cross section to 
Rutherford cross section for C. 
Fig. 3. The ratio of measured differential cross section to 
Rutherford cross section for Mg, Al and Ti. 
Fig. 4. The ratio of measured differential cross section to 
Rutherford cross section for Fe, Ni and Cu. 
Fig. 5. The ratio of measured differential cross section to 
Rutherford cross ~tion for Zn, Zr and Nb. 
Fig. 6. The ratio of measured differential cross section to 
Rutherford cross section for Rh, Pd and Ag. 
Fig. 7. The ratio of measured differential cross section to 
Rutherford cross section for Cd, In, and Sn. 
Fig. 8. The ratio of measured differential cross section to 
Rutherford cross section for Ta and Au. 
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